Abstract: Spread of pandemic methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) clones such
3
The global spread of methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is one of the most 25 serious public health challenges worldwide. MRSA-related hospitalizations have increased by 26 an estimated 118% between 1999 and 2005 (1), and continue to rise at many US academic 27 hospitals (2). Long-term care facility (LTCF) residents are at high risk for MRSA carriage (3).
28
Rates of MRSA infection may increase faster in nursing home residents than in hospital 29 inpatients (4); possibly due to unique associated risk factors, such as greater social interaction, 30 and multiple interactions with health care workers including repeated hospital admissions (5).
31
Recent evidence suggests that infection control strategies in the LTCF, such as identification of
32
MRSA carriage and prevention of disease, could have long term positive impact on regional
33
MRSA control (6). Infection control policies are often guided by, and benefit from, knowledge 34 of the local MRSA epidemiology, especially identification of the reservoirs of epidemic clones in 35 the population or of major changes in the existing MRSA clones (7). We report the detection of 36 epidemic MRSA-15 (EMRSA-15), a clone that is widespread in the UK and 15 countries 37 worldwide, in LTCF residents (8), which has hitherto been reported to account for only a very 38 small number of surveillance isolates across the United States (9).
39
The isolates included in this study were part of an active MRSA surveillance program to 40 reduce colonization at three Chicago area LTCFs, between March 2011 and November 2012. C t005* N P R S I S S Cont.1 USA100 t002 Cont.2 USA300 t008 † All isolates belong to spa types included in the cluster ST22; a recognized cluster for EMRSA-15. ** This isolate has a unique pulsotype though closely related to pulsotype A. The spa sequence was unique and not listed in the Ridom spa server. *This isolate had a distinct PFGE profile and belongs to spa type t005. It is also the only isolate positive for the PVL gene; of note spat005 has been reported to be PVL positive (29).
